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Abstract—Many motion driven energy harvesting devices using
the electrostatic force have been demonstrated, with many of
them using a moving plate, variable capacitor structure. The
output power of all reported electrostatic energy harvester
systems that interface to an energy storage element is at least
one and sometimes more than two orders of magnitude below the
theoretical maximum limit for the given device dimensions and
driving motion. This paper shows that the theoretical limits on
the harvester performance when only the coupling effectiveness is
considered are misleading and that when the transducer and its
power processor interface are combined, further importantlimi-
tations apply which significantly reduce the theoretical maximum
power. The combined analysis rests on a parameterization ofthe
inherent and parasitic properties of key components, notably the
power semiconductor devices. Although scaling laws in general
favour electrostatic force solutions over electromagnetic force
solutions at micro scale, the specific compromises encountered
with the interface circuits for electrostatic generators means that
their range of applications needs to be re-examined.

Under previous analysis, the choice of constant charge or
constant voltage operation has not been fully resolved. The
new analysis shows that when the power electronic interface
is considered together with the transducer, the performance of
the constant charge harvester system is generally poor, although
an acceptable region of operation limited to intermediate sizes
and accelerations exists. The constant voltage device can operate
with acceptable effectiveness over a much wider envelope, and
is thus the preferred implementation. The optimization of the
transducer and interface circuits underlying these conclusions
was performed in MATLAB and verified with time-domain
PSpice simulations.

Index Terms—Energy harvesting, electrostatic transducer,
vibration-to-electric energy conversion

I. I NTRODUCTION

ENERGY harvesting micropower generators use either
the electromagnetic [1] or electrostatic [2] forces to

convert kinetic energy into an electrical form. Electrostatic
devices have been demonstrated using capacitor structures
with moving electrodes [3], [4], piezoelectric materials [5]
and electrorestrictive polymers [6]. Electromagnetic devices
have been demonstrated using conventional permanent mag-
nets and coils [7] and with magnetorestrictive materials [8].
Each transduction mechanism has relative advantages and
disadvantages but the debate as to which method is superior is
still unanswered. The argument in favour of moving electrode
electrostatic devices centres on the superiority of the scaling
of the electrostatic force at the microscale [9] and better
compatibility with semiconductor processing. In this paper we
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perform a complete analysis of moving electrode electrostatic
energy harvesters, including the necessary power processing
interface to a storage battery or capacitor, to determine for the
first time the limits on performance of this transducer when
used in a complete energy harvesting system. The equations
are parametrised in a way which allows the performance limits
of these systems to be determined as a function of their size
and the amplitude and frequency of the driving motion.

Earlier work into finding the best choice of transducer for
an energy harvester under different operating conditions was
presented in [10]. However, in that paper the assumption
was made that each harvester was dissipating energy into
an optimised resistive load. This is a simplification which
does not take into account the requirements of interfacing
the transducer with low power electronics and energy storage
and hence only determines the limits on the transducer in
isolation. In [11], the performance of a constant charge mode
generator is discussed in terms of the parasitic loading and
voltage limitations brought about by the interface circuit.
However, the analysis of the circuit efficiency is not included.
Here, we find the upper limit on the end-to-end harvester
performance when the energy storage and interface electronics
are considered as part of the system. This is achieved by
building a coupled model which includes the mechanical
elements, the electrostatic transduction and the interface circuit
(which in turn includes detailed semiconductor models).

We show that, whilst the electrostatic force may be the supe-
rior force at the microscale when used for actuation purposes
[12], electrostatic devices can behave poorly when used as
generators. This is because for a MEMS actuator, the primary
design concern is maximising output force or mechanical
output power whereas, for a generator, the efficiency of the
power conversion is the main concern. The difficulties arise
because the extreme combinations of low charge and high
voltage required to optimise the transducer coupling effec-
tiveness place requirements on the power electronics which
are very difficult to achieve [13]. The coupling effectiveness
alone is therefore a misleading metric when considering the
performance of energy harvesting systems. To demonstrate
that this low efficiency is an inherent feature of electrostatic
generators and not merely the result of non-optimal design
requires a complete model of the the transducer plus a power
processor system which has been parameterized (in terms of
core components and unavoidable parasitic effects) in sucha
way that optimal designs and corresponding efficiencies canbe
identified as a function of scale. Here, we use such a model to
determine combinations of generator size and accelerationfor
which an electrostatic harvester system can operate effectively,
giving equations for suitable regions of operation.
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A. Methodology

In the analysis presented here, the end-to-end system effec-
tiveness of switched constant voltage and constant charge elec-
trostatic energy-harvesters [2] is considered as a function of
their size and driving vibration characteristics when connected
to a power conditioner. Continuous-type electrostatic systems
using moving electrode capacitors such as those proposed in
[14], [15] are not considered as they dissipate energy into a
resistor rather than storing it in a battery or capacitor. When
such systems are attached to a rectifier and energy storage
element they typically become switched constant voltage har-
vesters [16]. Energy harvesters which use active materials
as the transduction mechanism, such as piezoelectrics and
electrorestrictive polymers are not considered here because
the manufacturing processes, method of operation and power
processing requirements for such systems are very different to
those for moving electrode capacitor devices. Electromagnetic
harvesters are not considered for the same reason.

In this work, the power conditioning circuits are chosen to
be as simple as possible whilst still maintaining the minimum
functionality to be able to operate the electrostatic transducer
in an optimal way and to extract the generated electrical energy
into a storage element,e.g.a battery or super-capacitor. Two
circuit topologies are evaluated: one for the constant charge
mode of operation and one for constant voltage mode. Circuit
topologies other than the ones analysed here are possible,e.g.
[17], and whilst the general trends in harvester performance
are likely to be common across other circuit types, the spe-
cific performance figures will differ between different circuit
topologies.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Background
material is presented on the mechanical system, performance
metrics and the transducer and circuit configurations. Next,
key expressions regarding system performance are derived in
terms of the parameters of generator size and input excitation
amplitude and frequency. The optimisation of the system
using the coupled electro-mechanical models is then described.
Results for the performance of both the constant voltage and
constant charge generators are then discussed and compared.

II. BACKGROUND

An overview of the harvester’s mechanical system, trans-
ducer topology and operation, along with the basic power
processing circuits will now be described along with the
performance metrics which are used to quantify generator
performance. A more detailed discussion of these metrics can
be found in [18].

A. Mechanical System

The now standard mechanical model of a vibration-driven
energy harvester is that of a mass-spring-damper system whose
internal components have a limited travel range due to the fi-
nite size of the device. In this model, the damper representsthe
transduction mechanism and its mechanical-domain velocity-
force characteristic is dependent on the implementation ofthe
transducer. Whilst it is possible with sufficiently advanced
electronics to create any type of velocity-force characteristic

with the electrostatic transduction mechanism, the most suited
and widely adopted damper type is the Coulomb damper, [19].
A mechanical system model of an energy harvester with a
Coulomb damper is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Model of Coulomb-damped resonant generator (CDRG).

In [19], different types of generator were analysed and two
architectures of electrostatic microgenerator implementations
were discussed, these being the Coulomb-damped resonant
generator (CDRG) and the Coulomb-force parametric genera-
tor (CFPG). The diagram of Fig. 1 is an implementation of a
CDRG (becoming a CFPG when the spring constant,k, tends
to zero). As only one prototype electrostatic CFPG has been
demonstrated [3], the far more common CDRG device type is
used in this paper as the model for the mechanical system.

Some additional assumptions are made here with regard to
the mechanical set-up in order to bound the analysis. The
generator is assumed to be cube shaped with lengthl (see
[20] for a discussion on how generator aspect ratio effects
performance), the proof mass is assumed to be made of gold
(a dense MEMS compatible material) and to occupy half of
the generator volume (optimal for resonant operation [19])
and the the spring suspension is assumed to occupy a small
volume inside the generator frame (as is the case for previously
reported electrostatic devices such as [3], [4], [15], [21]).
The space occupied by the variable capacitance transduction
mechanism is accounted for in the analysis and is discussed
in more detail in SubSecs. III-A and III-B.

A part of the system volume must also be allocated to the
interface circuit and it is assumed that the circuit occupies an
additional volume equal to that swept out by the harvester’s
proof mass (i.e. the circuit occupies an additional volume
of l3). The allocated circuit volume is then apportioned
equally between the inductors present in the system, with the
semiconductor components (diodes and transistors) themselves
assumed to consume negligible space. Energy storage in the
form of a battery or capacitor is not assumed to be part of
the system volume as this does not effect power density and
is application specific and sized depending on the load duty
cycle and the source intermittency characteristics.

B. Effectiveness and Efficiency

The effectiveness of an energy harvester system,ηsystem, is
the product of two terms, coupling effectiveness,ηcoupling , and
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conversion efficiency,ηconv [18], [19]. Coupling effectiveness
is a measure of the amount of work done against the damper
per cycle,Ecoupled, as a fraction of the maximum possible
energy, the opportunity energyEopp, that could have been
coupled if the generator was optimally configured and all
components were ideal.Eopp is the ultimate limit on the total
energy per cycle that can be harvested for a given volume
of inertial generator under a given mechanical excitation.
The conversion efficiency is the energy extracted from the
transducer into a useful form,Eout, as a fraction of the total
coupled energy,Ecoupled. Thus it measures the efficiency of
the energy extraction electronics in transferring energy from
transducer to an electrical energy storage device. Changesto
the design of the generator and power electronic interface
which increaseηcoupling may decreaseηconv [13] and so it
is important that a maximum of the product is found rather
than maximising the individual terms in isolation. The overall
system effectiveness (which has a maximum value of 1) can
therefore be written as:

ηsystem =
Eout

Eopp
(1)

= ηcoupling × ηconv =
Ecoupled

Eopp
× Eout

Ecoupled
(2)

In order to maximiseηcoupling for the simple mechanical
model of the CDRG as shown in Fig. 1, an optimal damping
force Fopt should be chosen. This is the force which allows
maximum power to be dissipated in the damper during steady
state mechanical excitation of the harvester and, for the system
of Fig. 1, the work done by this force represents the ultimate
limit of energy conversion from a kinetic to electrical form.
Assuming parasitic damping is negligible due to the use of
vacuum packaging (250 Pa has been demonstrated for elec-
trostatic harvesters [22] and under 1 Pa has been obtained for
MEMS resonators [23]), the optimal displacement constrained
Coulomb damping force,FoptCZ

, is given in [19] as:

FoptCZ
=

mY0ω
2ωc

|U |

√

1

(1 − ωc
2)

2 − 1

ωc
4

(

Zl

Y0

)2

(3)

where U =
sin( π

ωc
)

1+cos( π
ωc

) , ω is the angular frequency of the
driving acceleration,ωc is the operating frequency divided
by the system resonant frequency,Y0 is the amplitude of the
driving motion,m is the value of the proof mass andZl is
the maximum internal travel amplitude of the mass.

At resonanceωc=1 and the value of (3) is undefined.
Therefore the value ofFoptCZ

to use at or close to resonance
must be found by calculating the limit of (3) asωc → 1, as
in [24], giving:

FoptCZres
=

π

4
mA0 (4)

whereA0 is the peak input acceleration equal toY0ω
2. Note

that the stick-slip motion that can occur with a coulomb
damped system [19] does not occur when the device is
operated at resonance. For optimal device operation, therefore,

the aim is to configure the electrostatic damper by setting the
voltage or charge on the electrodes to provide a damping force
equal to that defined by (4) in order to maximiseηcoupling . The
energy should then be extracted from the capacitor through
the use of an efficient power electronic interface in order to
maximiseηconv. In a few reported examples of electrostatic
devices which were tested with a power electronic interface,
many have had moderate values ofηconv at the expense of very
low values ofηcoupling [25], [26]. In this paper we determine
the maximum value of the product of those two terms.

C. Capacitor Configurations
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Fig. 2. Two common configurations of the electrostatic transducer. Both
configurations provide a Coulomb force characteristic.

Two configurations of capacitor are able to readily create
a Coulomb force: a gap closing arrangement operated in
constant charge mode or a sliding arrangement operated in
constant voltage, with the latter being functionally equivalent
to the standard MEMS comb-drive actuator. These arrange-
ments are shown in Fig. 2. Operating the transducer in constant
voltage or constant charge mode as the plates move relative to
each other is considered attractive because this can be achieved
ether by connecting the plates to a constant voltage source
during the generation cycle or leaving them open circuit during
that cycle, thus simplifying the power electronic interface to
the transducer.

Meninger previously argued [27] that the constant voltage
cycle is capable of generating more electrical energy than the
constant charge cycle. This is true under some operating modes
for a given design of capacitor and fixed maximum allowable
capacitor voltage. However, the design of constant charge
and constant voltage generators may differ in terms of the
structure of the MEMS capacitor and the power electronics and
therefore both types of system are fully evaluated here before
reaching a conclusion as to which configuration is optimal.

1) Constant Charge Configuration:The QV generation
cycle of an electrostatic transducer operating in constant
charge mode is shown in Fig. 3 and a simple power electronic
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interface capable of enabling this operation is shown in Fig. 4.
The axes in Fig. 3 represent the charge on and voltage across
the plates of the moving electrodes during the different stages
of generator operation. The source,Vsupply , in Fig. 4 is
envisaged as a low voltage battery which acts as the energy
storage element and also provides a stable DC rail voltage to
any circuitry to be powered from the generator. It is therefore
expected to be at a potential of a few volts. The operation
of this system is as follows: the capacitor is pre-charged in
the high capacitance position (A→B) to a voltageVpc with a
chargeQopp. With the assumption that the required value of
Vpc is greater thanVsupply (reasonable given the low voltages
of Vsupply that are envisaged as supplies for wireless sensor
nodes), this is done by pulsing MOSFETM2 in Fig. 4 so that
energy is moved from the battery to the variable capacitor
through the drain body diode ofM1 (or alternativelyM1 can
be used as a synchronous rectifier).

Next, the electrodes separate under constant charge (M1 and
M2 remain off), reducing the capacitance and increasing the
voltage across the electrodes to a valueVmax (B→C). It is very
important that the electrodes remain isolated during this part
of the cycle so that charge sharing or leakage throughM1 is
minimised (non-ideal MOSFET characteristics are indicated in
Fig. 4) as this causes a reduction in generated energy. Finally
the energy in the variable capacitor is transferred into the
storage element by pulsingM1, such that the interface circuit
operates as a buck converter (C→A), with M2 acting either
as a passive diode or a synchronous rectifier.

Q

V
A

B
CQopp

Vpc Vmax

Fig. 3. Idealised charge versus voltage (QV) generation cycle for the
operation of the variable capacitor in constant charge mode.
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Fig. 4. Basic circuit for operation of constant charge mode generator,
highlighting the non-ideal characteristics of the MOSFET switches.

2) Constant Voltage Mode:The constant voltage cycle is
shown in Fig. 5 and a circuit for implementing the operation is
shown in Fig. 6. Other circuit topologies have recently been

presented, such as [28]. Unlike in the constant charge case,
where a source of energy (the battery) is only required for
priming the variable capacitor before the generation stroke, the
constant voltage configuration requires a high voltage source
to be placed in parallel with the variable capacitor during that
stroke. Given that the required transducer operating voltage
is likely to be significantly higher than the battery voltage,
an intermediate high voltage stage is needed (Cint in Fig. 6)
which can then be followed by an additional circuit to step-
down the high voltage charge into a low voltage battery which
powers the load. Prior to normal operation of the circuit of
Fig. 6, the intermediate stageCint is charged to the operating
voltageVopp by action of switchesM3 and M4 acting as a
boost converter, transferring energy from the battery toCint.

After this priming of Cint, operation around the QV loop
of Fig. 5 by the action of the circuit of Fig. 6 is as follows:
during the generation cycle MOSFETSM3 andM4 remain off.
The variable capacitor is first pre-charged (A→B) at maximum
capacitance by pulsingM1 and with M2 acting passively or
synchronously until the voltage onCvar is equal toVopp. Next,
the electrodes separate at constant voltage (B→C), during
which time M2 remains off andM1 remains on, holding
the voltage of the variable capacitor at the optimal voltage
that maximisesηcoupling . During this phase, charge is pushed
off the moving electrodes, at constant voltage, intoCint,
increasing the electrical energy stored. We assume thatCint is
large enough that the change in its voltage is negligible during
the generation stroke. Finally, the electrodes move back totheir
initial position under constant charge (M1 andM2 remain off)
and the moving capacitor voltage reduces (C→A). During this
operation, there should be very little residual charge,Qres, on
the electrodes as almost all of the charge should have been
removed and pushed back intoVsupply when the electrodes
previously separated during (B→C). MOSFETSM3 andM4

and inductorL2 then act as a buck converter arrangement
for the transfer of the generated energy from the intermediate
capacitance to the battery,Vsupply .

Q

V
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B

CQres

Vres

Qpre

Vopp

Fig. 5. Idealised charge versus voltage (QV) generation cycle the operation
of the variable capacitor in constant voltage mode.

D. Model Parameterisation

The analysis presented in this paper relies on the parama-
terisation ofηcoupling andηconv into a common set of system
input parameters, namely generator characteristic lengthl,
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Fig. 6. Basic circuit for operation of constant voltage modegenerator.

input acceleration magnitudeA0, operating frequencyω and
one variable to be optimised: the cross-sectional area,Asemi,
of the semiconductor devices in the interface circuits of Figs. 4
and 6. Once the relevant expressions have be written in terms
of only these three known input parameters, physical constants
and the unknown parameterAsemi, the coupled models can
be constructed and solved to find the optimal value ofAsemi

which maximisesηsystem, thus allowing the performance limit
of electrostatic harvesters to be found as a function of gener-
ator size and input excitation. This parameterization willnow
be performed for the relevant electromechanical properties of
the constant charge generator, constant voltage generator, the
semiconductor devices and the passive components.

III. M ODEL PARAMETERISATION: TRANSDUCERS

A. Constant Charge Transducer

For the CDRG operating in constant charge mode, the
system is assumed to be physically constructed in a way
similar to the schematic configuration in Fig. 7. The moving
mass,m is constrained to move within a cube with sides of
lengthl and in an optimal configuration it occupies half of the
volume of the cube [19]. The variable capacitance is formed
between the lower side of the moving mass and electrode
Eb when the mass moves upwards relative to the frame, and
between the upper side of the moving mass and the electrode
Et when the mass moves in the opposite direction. As can be
seen, the volume occupied by the transducer is negligible in
this case as the dielectric volume naturally fits into the space
required for the movement of the proof mass and the electrodes
can be made very thin, thus occupying almost no volume.

l

l

l

m

Et

Eb

l/2

Fig. 7. Physical configuration of switched constant charge generator.

In constant charge operation, the force (F⊥ in Fig. 2(a))
between the capacitor plates of areaAplate is independent of
plate separation and can be controlled by setting the charge
Qopp on the plates according to:

F⊥ =
1

2

Qopp
2

ǫ0Aplate
(5)

whereǫ0 is the permittivity of free space. Consequently, the
charge on the capacitor of the constant charge generator should
be chosen so that (5) is equal to the force which allows the
maximum force to be converted from mechanical to electrical
form, given by (4). This means that the optimal pre-charge
voltage on the capacitor can be written as:

Vpcopt
= kvcq1

(d0)

√

mY0ω2

Aplate
(6)

where kvcq1
= 4.21 × 105 V·s·kg−1/2·m−1/2 and d0 is the

initial separation between the electrodes, assumed here tobe
10µm. Given the assumptions on generator geometry (Fig. 7),
and with a gold proof mass, this can be simplified to give:

Vpcopt
= kvcq2

d0

√

lA0 (7)

where kvcq2
= 4.14 × 107 V·s·m−2, l is the length of

a side of the generator andA0 is the peak value of the
driving acceleration. In constant charge operation, the electric
field strength between the electrodes remains constant during
separation (B→C in Fig. 3) and so the maximum voltage
across the electrodes of the variable capacitor occurs whenthe
electrode separation is maximum at the end of the generation
stroke, giving:

Vendopt
= kvcq1

(2Zl)

√

mY0ω2

Aplate
(8)

Again, assuming a gold proof mass with the geometry of
Fig. 7, this can be simplified further to give:

Vendopt
=

1

2
kvcq2

√

l3A0 (9)

This equation therefore sets the maximum voltage which must
be blocked by any semiconductor switches (M1 and M2 in
Fig. 4) attached to the generator if the system is to operate with
maximum power density, solely in terms of physical constants
and optimisation input parametersA0 and l.

B. Constant Voltage Transducer

For constant voltage mode, the generator is again assumed
to be a cube with the generator taking the form of the
schematic shown in Fig. 8. Two comb-drives are required
in order to generate energy when the mass moves in either
direction. The two comb-drives would probably be on the
same sides of the cube but are shown here on adjacent sides
for illustrative purposes. The comb electrodes on the moving
mass (Em) mesh alternately with the top(Et) and bottom
(Eb) electrodes, withEm andEt in operation when the mass
moves away fromEt, andEm andEb in operation when the
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mass moves in the opposite direction. As can be seen, the
transducer in this case does consume some volume within the
cubic package, with the amount consumed being proportional
to the height of the comb-fingers. In the results presented in
this paper, the reduction in the value of the proof mass due
to the allocation of volume to the comb electrodes is included
and reduces the maximum coupled power into the system,
reducingηcoupling.

l

l

l

m
Et

Eb

Em

l/2

Fig. 8. Physical configuration of constant voltage mode generator.

For a comb drive, which exhibits a linear change in capaci-
tance betweenCmax andCmin over a distance2Zl as required
here, the electrostatic in plane sliding force (F‖ in Fig. 2(b))
can be written as:

F‖ =
1

2
V 2

(

Cmax − Cmin

2Zl

)

(10)

whereV is the voltage across the electrodes. Equating (10)
with the force required to maximiseηcoupling (4), the optimal
operating voltage for the constant voltage CDRG can be
obtained as:

Voppopt
=

√

1.57mY0ω22Zl

Cmax − Cmin
(11)

Again assuming a gold mass, cubic generator, negligable
volume allocated to the transducer and suspension and that
Cmax ≫ Cmin, the expression for the optimal voltage can
then be reduced to:

Voppopt
= kvcv1

l2
√

A0

Cmax
(12)

wherekvcv1
= 87 V·s·F1/2·m−5/2. In the results presented in

this paper a size-dependent correction is applied to Eqn. 11
and hence Eqn. 12 to account for the proof mass reduction
due to necessary volume allocated to the comb electrodes.

Unlike the constant charge configuration, where the max-
imum generator voltage corresponds to the minimum (elec-
trodes open) capacitance which in turn is set purely by the size
of the generator, in the constant voltage configuration the max-
imum voltage is set byCmax which is a technology dependent

parameter. Assumptions on the limits of this technology must
therefore be made with regard to the dimensions of the combs.
Here, we assume that the achievable comb dimensions have
an aspect ratio of 10:1 for a typical DRIE process where the
comb width and height is 50µm (e.g.see [29]), with a 5µm
gap. These assumptions are made because the dimensions of
the device in [29] are 3×3 mm, which is approximately the
centre point of generator size investigated in this paper. In the
worst case (i.e. for the smallest generator considered here) the
volume consumed by the comb drive transducer reduces the
value of the proof mass by 25%, reducing the value ofm in
Eqn. 11 and in turn reducing the coupling effectiveness of the
system.

Using the comb dimensions in [29], the maximum (closed
position) comb drive capacitance can be written as a function
of l, as:

C = kvcv2
l2 (13)

where kvcv2
= 8.05 × 10−7 F/m2. This allows the optimal

operating voltage to be written solely as a function of the
variablesl andA0, as:

Voppopt
= kvcv3

l
√

A0 (14)

where kvcv3
= 9.70 × 104 V·s·m−3/2. This voltage is the

maximum thatM1 to M4 in Fig. 6 must be able to block in
the off-state.

Having found the maximum values of moving electrode
voltages that maximiseηcoupling for both constant charge and
constant voltage mode operation as a function of microgenera-
tor sizel and acceleration amplitudeA0, the characteristics of
the semiconductor devices, in terms of junction capacitance,
on-state conduction loss and off-state leakage will now also
be found as a function of these parameters.

IV. M ODEL PARAMETERISATION: SEMICONDUCTORS AND

PASSIVE COMPONENTS

Real power electronic switches required by the interface cir-
cuit have finite off-state impedance, finite on-state conductance
and contain depletion layer capacitances inherent in allpn
blocking junctions. These non-idealities are indicated inFig. 4
and they all cause reductions inηsystem either by reducing the
efficiency of the power processing circuits (and hence reducing
ηconv) or by allowing charge leakage and charge sharing
between the moving electrodes and the blocking junction
(hence reducingηcoupling). The minimisation of these effects
in a power MOSFET switch through the choice of optimised
doping will now be briefly discussed in order to calculate the
per-area values of junction capacitance, and on and off-state
resistances of the semiconductor as a function ofl andA0.

The structure of the typical power MOSFET considered in
this analysis is shown in Fig. 9. Although it has previously
been shown that a minority carrier device may be beneficial
for use in energy harvesting applications [30], for simplicity
the MOSFET is the only controllable switch considered here.
A minority carrier device may improve performance by up to
20% under some situations [30].
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Fig. 9. Typical power MOSFET construction, showing the resistance of the
n- epi region.

A. Device On-state Conduction Loss

For a given blocking voltage, it is advantageous to minimise
the specific on resistance,i.e. the resistance of a unit area of
device when switched on. This will allow conduction losses
to be minimised for a given device area and thus the junction
capacitance to be minimised for a given conduction loss.
In high voltage MOSFETs, as will be required by typical
electrostatic energy harvesters operating with an optimalelec-
trostatic force [3], the dominant component of the drain-source
resistance is then- epi-layer, which must be long and relatively
lightly doped in order to be able to support a high blocking
voltage. Assuming that the epi-layer has uniform doping, the
optimal doping density which minimises the specific on-state
resistance of a silicon MOSFET is given in [31] as:

ND =
kND

VB
(15)

whereVB is the blocking voltage capability of the junction and
kND

= 14 × 1022 V/m3 [31]. When this optimal doping is
used, the minimum resistance of the epi-layer of the MOSFET
able to block a given voltage,VB , is given in [31] as:

Repi =
kepiVB

2

Asemi
(16)

where kepi = 2 × 10−11Ω m2/V2 and Asemi is the cross
sectional area of the conducting epi-layer.

1) Constant Charge Mode Parameterisation:The min-
imised specific on resistance of the MOSFET can now be
found for constant charge operation, by substituting the re-
quired blocking voltage (9) into (16), to give:

Repicq
=

kepikvcq2

2l3A0

4Asemi
(17)

2) Constant Voltage Mode Parameterisation:The equiv-
alent expression for the constant voltage mode generator is
found by substituting (14) into (16) to give:

Repicv
=

kepikvcv3

2l2A0

Asemi
(18)

B. Device Junction Capacitance

Charge which is shared between the moving plate capacitor
and any connected semiconductor will reduce the energy
generated per stroke in the constant charge case and causes

reverse recovery losses in both the constant charge and voltage
modes. Therefore, the charge which is stored in the depletion
capacitance of the device when in reverse bias must be de-
termined. For the optimal doping concentration given in (15),
the junction capacitance is given by:

Cj =
Aj

2

√

2qǫ0ǫr

(V0 − Voperation)
ND (19)

whereAj is the area of the junction,V0 is the built in junction
potential,Voperation is the external junction bias voltage,ND

is the donor doping density in then- region,q is the charge
on the electron andǫr is the relative permittivity of silicon.
In the rest of this work, it is assumed that the junction area
is approximately the same as the cross sectional area of the
conducting epi-layer. Substituting the optimal doping value
from (15) into (19) gives:

Cj =
kcjAsemi

√

(V0 − Voperation)VB

(20)

wherekcj = 1.1 × 10−3 C/m2.
1) Constant Charge Mode Parameterisation:The junction

capacitance for the constant charge mode generator can then
be found in terms ofl andA0 by substituting (9) into (20), to
give:

Cjcq
= kcj

√

2

kvcq2

[

Asemi
√

V0 − Voperation (l3A0)
1

4

]

(21)

Integrating to calculate the stored charge, gives:

Qjcq
= kcj

√

8

kvcq2

[

Asemi

(√

V0 − Voperation −
√

V0

)

(l3A0)
1

4

]

(22)
2) Constant Voltage Mode Parameterisation:Performing

the same operation for the constant voltage mode generator
by substituting (14) into (20) gives:

Cjcv
=

kcj
√

kvcv3

[

Asemi
√

(V0 − Voperation)(l2A0)
1

4

]

(23)

and integrating this to find the stored charge gives:

Qjcv
=

2kcj
√

kvcv3

[

Asemi

(√

V0 − Voperation −
√

V0

)

(l2A0)
1

4

]

(24)

C. Device Off-State Leakage Current

The last important parameter of the MOSFET switches
which affects the system performance is the off-state leakage
characteristic of the device, which will reduce harvester per-
formance if leakage occurs during section B→C of Fig. 2(a)
and will reduce the efficiency of any switch-mode power
conversion process. The leakage current, again from [31], is
given by:

Ileakage =
qni

τ
ϑdep (25)
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whereni is the intrinsic carrier concentration in silicon,ϑdep

is the depletion layer volume andτ is the carrier lifetime,
taken as10−6 s, which is typical for power MOSFETs [13].

The depletion layer width can be readily calculated [32] and
assuming that the junction is asymmetrically doped in order
to block high voltages, the volume of the resultant one-sided
depletion layer is given by:

ϑdep = Asemi

√

2ǫ0ǫr(V0 − Voperation)

q

(

1

ND

)

(26)

Therefore, substituting the optimal doping of (15) into (26),
the leakage currentIl of the device in the off-state can be
written as:

Il = kIl
Asemi

√

(V0 − Voperation)VB (27)

wherekIl
= 3.9 × 10−4 m−2 · Ω−1.

1) Constant Charge Parameterisation:The leakage current
for a constant charge mode generator can therefore be found
by substituting (9) into (27) to give:

Ilcq
= kIl

√

kvcq2

2
Asemi

√

V0 − Voperation(l3A0)
1

4 (28)

2) Constant Voltage Parameterisation:The same can be
done for the constant voltage mode generator by substituting
(14) into (27) to give:

Ilcv
= kIl

kvcv3
Asemi

√

(V0 − Voperation)l2A0

1

4 (29)

D. Inductors

The on-chip integrated inductance values that appear to be
achievable are in the range of 1-10µH [33] whereas much
higher values are achievable with small discrete components.
Clearly, the inductance values and series resistances thatcan
be obtained depend on the volume allocated to the inductor
and this in turn depends on the amount of system volume that
is set aside for the power processing circuit. As discussed in
SubSec. II-A, it is assumed here that the power processing
interface circuitry occupies an additional volume equal to
the swept volume of the proof mass, and that this space is
allocated in its entirety to inductors (1 inductor in the constant
charge case and 2 inductors in the constant voltage case
which occupy half of this volume each). It is assumed that
the geometric form of the inductor (for instance the Brooks
coil form) says similar as the volume changes and that the
window area for the winding scales with the square of length
and that turns of conductor can be accommodated with a
constant packing factor. Using the Brooks coil form it was
found that the resistance,Rind is proportional to the number
of turns squared and inversely proportional to the cube rootof
volume whereas the inductance,L is proportional the number
of turns squared and the cube root of volume. TheL/Rind

ratio therfore becomes:

L

Rind
= kindVind

2

3 (30)

wherekind is a constant which depends on the core material
and the fill factor. Based on the integrated inductors of [33]
(with a volume of1.28×10−8 m3, L = 1.2 µH andRind=1 Ω)
at 10 MHz (a typical resonant frequency for a 10µH inductor
resonating with an open microgenerator capacitance), a value
of kind = 0.23 H2·Ω−1·m−2 was estimated and was used here.
There is then also a choice to be made between the value of
inductance and the series resistance to make best use of the
available volume. Here it has been assumed that the inductors
should have a series resistance equal to the rest of the current
path,i.e., equal toRDSon

of the semiconductor devices. It can
be noted that the final results were very insensitive to this value
for inductor resistances of between 1/10RDSon

to RDSon
.

V. COUPLED ELECTROMECHANICAL MODELS

Having now obtained expressions for the semiconductor
device on-state resistance, off-state leakage current, junction
capacitance and also the optimal generator electrode voltage
as a function of generator sizel and peak accelerationA0, we
are now in a position to write the equations of the coupled
system models,i.e. models which enable the calculation of
ηcoupling and ηconv for a range of values ofl and A0. The
value of ηsystem can then be calculated from the product of
these terms. Many of the resulting differential equations which
must be solved in order to calculate the effectiveness terms
cannot be solved analytically and so were solved numerically
in the time domain and verified in PSpice using behavioural
models.

A. Switched Constant Charge Model

1) Calculation of Coupling Effectiveness:It is assumed that
the energy required to pre-charge the variable capacitor in
constant charge mode is very small compared to the energy
that can be generated. This energy is therefore neglected
in these calculations. As previously described, the coupling
effectiveness is the ratio between the energy coupled into the
damper per stroke and the maximum possible coupled energy.
For the constant charge mode of operation, this is:

ηcoupling =

(

Ecoupled − Epc

Eopp

)2

(31)

whereEopp is the maximum achievable energy that could be
stored on the open electrodes at the end of the cycle under
perfect generation conditions of no charge leakage or charge
sharing,Ecoupled is the actual energy given that some charge
sharing and leakage occurs andEpc is the pre-charge energy
prodvided to prime the variable capacitor. With reference to the
circuit of Fig. 4, on electrode separation,M1 andM2 remain
off, the drain ofM2 is held atVsupply (L acts as a short circuit
at the mechanical frequency of the generator) and so charge
leakage occurs throughM1 and is also stored in the parasitic
capacitance ofM1. The equation describing the voltage on the
moving capacitor during electrode separation is:

il +
dqj

dt
= −cg

dvg

dt
− vg

dcg

dt
(32)
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where il is the leakage current through the reversed biased
junction (28) ofM1, dqj/dt is the current into the junction
capacitance ofM1, cg is the capacitance between the moving
electrodes, which are assumed to separate sinusoidally over a
time of flight of tf , andvg is the voltage across the moving
electrodes. The initial value ofvg is given by the optimal
pre-charge voltage given in (7). Eqn. (32) can then be solved
numerically to findVend (the actual voltage at the end of the
generation stroke) by rewritingdqj/dt as (dqj/dvg · dvg/dt)
wheredqj/dvg is the junction capacitance given in (21). As
the open electrode capacitance is known, the value ofVend

can then be used to calculateEcoupled which is substituted
into (31) in order to calculateηcoupling .

2) Conversion Efficiency:In order to transfer the generated
energy from the moving electrode capacitor,M1 andM2 act
as a synchronous buck converter, but due to the very high
resonant frequency of the discharge process (due to the small
inductance and capacitor values achievable), the converter is
assumed to operate in single-shot mode [13] rather in a more
conventional mode where the inductor current is controlled
using PWM. In this modeM1 turns on until the moving
electrode capacitor voltage reaches zero, at which pointM1

turns off andM2 turns on, allowing the inductor current to
free-wheel into the battery. WhenM1 turns on at the start
of this process, energy stored on the junction capacitance
of M1 is dissipated and the drain voltage ofM2 rises as
its junction capacitance is quickly charged. This reduces the
available useful energy on the generator capacitance toVend

′.
This voltage can be calculated from a charge balance between
the generator capacitance and the junction capacitance ofM2

(which is given by (22)).
The conversion efficiency can then be calculated by evalu-

ating the losses in both sections of the energy transfer process,
i.e. the discharge of the generator capacitor and the free-wheel
stage. This is done by solving the differential equations for
circuit operation in two stages and summing the Joule losses.
The discharge stage circuit operation is described by:

d2vg

dt2
+

R

L

dvg

dt
+

1

LCvar
vg =

1

LCvar
Vsupply (33)

whereCvar is the minimum generator open position capaci-
tance,vg is the voltage across the generator capacitor andR
is the sum of the resistances in the MOSFET and the inductor.
The initial conditions arevg(0) = Vend

′ anddvg/dt(0) = 0.
The free-wheel stage behaviour is described by:

di

dt
+

R

L
i +

Vsupply

L
= 0 (34)

where i is the inductor current, which takes an initial value
given by solving (33) and substituting fori at the point where
vg = 0.

The useful energy which is transferred to the energy storage
element is thus1/2 · Vend

′2 minus the losses. The value of
ηconv is the energy transferred divided by the energy on the
moving capacitor at the instant before the discharge process
begins,i.e.:

ηconv =
1
2CminVend

′2 − Eloss

1
2CminVend

2 (35)

where Eloss is the sum of the conduction losses in the
capacitor discharging and the inductor current free-wheeling
stages.

B. Switched Constant Voltage Mode

In the case of constant voltage operation,ηcoupling can be
defined in a similar way as in constant charge mode. However,
ηconv now comprises two sub efficiencies, QV cycle efficiency,
ηconvqv

, and step-down conversion efficiency,ηconvsd
. The

reason for the existence of these two conversion efficiencies
is that during the generation cycle for constant voltage mode,
even if the electrodes are operated at the voltage which
gives an optimal electrical damping force, the energy that
is harvested is still less than the opportunity energy because
of charge leakage which occurs continuously from the high
voltage source through device blocking junctions. In addition,
the priming energy in constant voltage mode is no longer
insignificant compared to the energy that can be generated and
so charging efficiency must now be taken into account. The
step-down conversion efficiency is then simply the efficiency
of the step-down process as energy is transferred from the high
voltage intermediate capacitance to the low voltage battery.

1) Coupling Effectiveness:As the variable capacitor is op-
erated at constant voltage and thus at constant force throughout
the generation stroke, the coupling effectiveness is simply
defined as:

ηcoupling =

(

Vopp

Voppopt

)2

(36)

where Vopp is the voltage that the capacitor is operated at
andVoppopt

is the voltage that would give rise to the optimal
damping force (14). The expression is squared because the
force between the electrodes is proportional to the square of
the operating voltage.

2) QV Cycle Efficiency:The QV cycle efficiency for the
constant voltage case is defined as:

ηconvqv
=

Eharvest

Eopp
(37)

where Eopp is the maximum energy that could have been
harvested per stroke at the actual operating voltageVopp with
no circuit losses, andEharvest is the energy actually harvested
per stroke.Eopp is:

Eopp =
1

2
CmaxVopp

2 (38)

whereCmax is the closed generator capacitance.Eharvest is
given by:

Eharvest = CmaxVopp
2 − Eloss − Epc (39)

whereEloss is the energy lost in traversing the QV loop of
Fig. 5 by the action of the circuit in Fig. 6. Note that in the
constant voltage transducer, for a pre-charge energy ofEpc the
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maximum amount of energy that can be harvested isEpc, i.e.
the maximum electrical energy that can be transferred from
the variable capacitor during the generation stroke (B→C in
Fig. 5) is 2Epc (which is equal toCmaxVopp

2).
There are three components toEloss in this QV cycle:

• Energy lost in pre-charging the capacitor
• Energy lost in reverse biasing the junction ofM2 as the

capacitance reduces
• Energy loss due to leakage current inM2

The loss associated with pre-chargingCvar to Vopp in Fig. 6
can be calculated in the same way as the discharge losses
were calculated for the transfer of energy from the generator
capacitor toVsupply in the constant charge case: the differential
equations for the charging and free-wheeling stages of the buck
converter involvingM1 andM2 in Fig. 6 are solved and the
conduction losses can be summed.

The energy loss associated with the charge leakage is
calculated by multiplying the leakage current by the operating
voltage and the cycle time, to give:

Eleak = VoppIl/f (40)

where Vopp is the actual operating voltage,Il is given by
substitutingVopp into (29) and f is the frequency of the
mechanical excitation.

The energy loss associated with the reverse recovery charge
of M2 is simply given by:

Err = VoppQjvopp
(41)

whereQjvopp
is (24) evaluated atVopp.

The value ofηqvc
can now be calculated by substituting the

results of the individual loss components into (39) which is
then substituted into (37).

3) Step-Down Efficiency: The step down efficiency,
ηconvsd

, for the energy transfer from the intermediate capac-
itance into Vsupply in Fig. 6 can be evaluated by solving
the differential equations for the circuit in the two stagesof
energy transfer (inductor charging and free-wheeling) andby
evaluating the conduction and diode reverse recovery losses
that occur during this process. In the calculation of this
efficiency, it is assumed that on each cycle an amount of energy
is removed from the intermediate capacitor that is equal to the
energy harvested, allowing the electrode voltage to remainin
steady state from cycle to cycle.

VI. SIMULATION METHOD

All of the models presented here have been solved using
time domain simulation in MATLAB with the optimisation,
(i.e. finding the optimal semiconductor area,Asemi), being
performed with a simple parameter sweep. The results from
MATLAB were then checked against time domain simulations
in PSpice. The values ofAsemi were assumed to be multiples
of 6.5× 10−13 m2, as this is the state of the art for minimum
MOSFET cell area, as represented by the Vishay PowerPAK
device family [34]. Cube lengths,l, of between 0.1 mm and
1 cm were investigated as this was thought to represent the
useful range of generator sizes: whenl < 0.1 mm, harvesters

do not produce useful levels of power under realistic excita-
tions, whilst the largest electrostatic generators reported to date
have volumes approaching 1 cm3. Harvester performance for
acceleration levels between 0.1 mg and 10g were investigated.

The maximum allowed electrode voltage is limited by the
lower of two values: the maximum semiconductor junction
blocking capability and the breakdown voltage of the dielectric
between the electrodes. Commercial MOSFETs are able to
block voltages of up to 1.5 kV [35]). The dielectric will
be a low pressure gas (assuming the system is in a vacuum
package) and the maximum breakdown voltage of gas at low
pressures over small gaps is described by a modified version
of Paschen’s curve. Assuming that a pressure of 1 Pa can be
obtained (as the state of the art in MEMS packaging [23]),
extrapolating the results in [36] from 4 Pa to 1 Pa gives
maximum dielectric breakdown voltages of around 4 kV over a
5 µm gap. Therefore, in both the constant charge and constant
voltage cases, the semiconductor device limit is the lower and
thus in the simulations a maximum electrode voltage of 1.5 kV
is used.

The algorithm used to calculate the maximum value of
ηsystem is as follows:

• The optimal pre-charge voltage (constant charge mode)
or optimal operating voltage (constant voltage mode) is
found for the givenl andA0 from (7) or (12) respectively.

• If these voltages cause the electrode voltage to exceed
1.5 kV, the pre-charge, or operating voltage is reduced so
that the maximum voltage obtained is equal to 1.5 kV,
thus moving away from optimality but ensuring break-
down does not occur.

• The value ofηsystem is then found for different numbers
of semiconductor cells, allowing the optimal number of
cells to be found and the maximum value ofηsystem to
be found.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Constant Charge Mode

A plot of ηsystem for the constant charge mode of operation
for a harvester operating at 1 kHz is shown in Fig. 10. Each
point on each plot showsηsystem for a value ofAsemi that
is optimised for that specific point. As can be seen, there is
a very narrow band over which the harvester can achieve
effectiveness of 10% or above and the effectiveness drops
away rapidly outside of that area. We can approximate two
straight lines (on log-log axes) between which the effectiveness
is greater than 10%, giving:

0.035A0
−0.88 < l < 0.22A0

−0.72 (42)

wherel is measured in mm andA0 is measured in m/s2. The
reasons for the very poor performance under certain values of
A0 and l are:

• Small values ofA0 and l: In the right corner of Fig. 10,
the reduction in system effectiveness is primarily because
as microgenerator size decreases, the closed and open
values of the moving electrode capacitor decrease and
become comparable to the parasitic capacitances of even
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the smallest practical MOSFET cells, which significantly
reducesηcoupling (Fig. 11) due to charge sharing. When
in this low effectiveness region, an increase inl causes the
generator capacitance to increase, reducing the effect of
the parasitic capacitances, and an increase inA0 increases
the required pre-charge voltage, pushing the blocking
junctions into a lower capacitance region, which also
reduces the effect of the parasitic capacitances.

• Large values ofA0 andl: In the left corner of Fig. 10 the
very low value of system effectiveness at high values ofl
andA0 comes from the requirement that for the generator
to operate optimally in this region the final generator
voltage would exceed the 1.5 kV limit. This reduces
ηcoupling as shown in Fig. 11. However, as can be seen
from Fig. 10, the system effectiveness drops gradually
as both acceleration and length increase before the very
rapid reduction inηcoupling occurs. This is due to a
gradual reduction inηconv, as highlighted in Fig. 12. The
performance of the power electronic circuits decreases as
the voltage blocking requirement increases, because the
specific on resistance of the devices increases.
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Fig. 10. Maximum effectiveness of a constant charge microgenerator operated
at 1 kHz.
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Fig. 11. Maximum coupling effectiveness of a constant charge microgener-
ator operated at 1 kHz.

Whilst the value ofηsystem decreases with increased values
of l and A0 (past some optimal values), the total available
power output from the device does continue to increase as
l is increased. The total useful power output available from
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Fig. 12. Maximum conversion efficiency of a constant charge microgenerator
operated at 1 kHz.

this system, operated with an excitation frequency of 1 kHz
is shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13. Maximum useful processed output power of a constantcharge
microgenerator operated at 1 kHz.

Fig. 14 shows the system effectiveness of a constant charge
generator at an excitation frequency of only 1 Hz. As can
be seen, the general trend is the same as the high frequency
operation shown in Fig. 10, although the peak performance is
slightly reduced. This is because the effects of charge leakage
become more apparent at low frequency. However, as the
reduction inηsystem is relatively small even as the frequency
is reduced as low as 1 Hz, it can be ascertained that the reason
for low effectiveness values is mainly due to charge sharing
effects rather than those of charge leakage.

B. Constant Voltage Mode

Fig. 15 shows the upper limit onηsystem for a constant
voltage mode generator operated at 1 kHz. As can be seen,
the useful operating envelope of the constant voltage mode
of operation far exceeds that of the constant charge generator.
Whilst the constant charge mode device failed to reach value
of ηsystem of even 0.5, the constant voltage mode device is
able to exceed this value over a reasonably wide operating
envelope. In order for the generator to achieve a value of
ηsystem of at least 0.5, the generator should be operated within
the following bounds:

0.079A0
−0.20 < l < 0.0050A0

−2.5 (43)
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Fig. 14. Maximum effectiveness of a constant charge microgenerator operated
at 1 Hz.
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Fig. 15. Maximum effectiveness of a constant voltage microgenerator
operated at 1 kHz.

Figs. 16 to 18 show the values of the constituent parts of
the effectiveness and efficiency of the system which allows
us to understand the reason for the system effectiveness to be
low in some regions of the plot. These reasons are:

• Small values ofA0 and l: the required operating voltage
to generate the optimal damping force is low and the
charge required during generator priming to reverse bias
the junction ofM2 (Fig. 6) becomes a larger proportion
of the total supplied energy fromVsource during the pre-
charge phase as the optimal force reduces. This energy
is never recovered and thusηconvqv

is reduced, reducing
ηsystem. The limit occurs because of the limit on the
minimum size ofAsemi.

• Large values ofA0 and l: as was the case the in the
constant charge mode of operation, at very high values
of A0 and l, the required optimal damping force cannot
be reached because of the limit set here on semiconductor
blocking voltages to 1.5 kV. The effect of this constraint
can be seen in Fig. 16, whereηcoupling drops rapidly.
However, before this point is reached, there is still a slow
reduction in system effectiveness asl and A0 increase.
This is again due to the increase in specific on resistance
of the devices as voltage blocking requirements increase.

• Small values ofl: at small generator dimensions, the
value ofηcoupling decreases (Fig. 16) as a non-negligable
fraction of the device volume is utilised by the transduc-
tion mechanism rather than the proof mass.
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Fig. 16. Maximum coupling effectiveness of a constant voltage microgen-
erator operated at 1 kHz.
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Fig. 17. Maximum QV-cycle efficiency of a constant voltage microgenerator
operated at 1 kHz.
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Fig. 18. Maximum step-down conversion efficiency of a constant voltage
microgenerator operated at 1 kHz.

Fig. 19 shows the maximum output power from the constant
voltage mode device at an excitation frequency of 1 kHz. The
power outputs from this device are clearly superior to those
for the constant charge device in Fig. 13.

Fig. 20 shows the system effectiveness of a constant voltage
microgenerator with a mechanical excitation frequency of
1 Hz. As can be seen, at this reduced frequency, the behaviour
is broadly the same as the high frequency performance,
although the peak effectiveness is slightly reduced and the
useful operating envelope is also reduced. The reason for the
reduction in performance with frequency is the same as in the
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Fig. 19. Maximum power output of a constant voltage microgenerator
operated at 1 kHz.

constant charge case: increased flight times of the electrodes
increase the effects of leakage currents.
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Fig. 20. Maximum effectiveness of a constant voltage microgenerator
operated at 1 Hz.

VIII. C HOICE OFOPERATING MODE

It is clear that when the transduction mechanism and
the interface circuit are considered together as a system,
even when optimised, the theoretical limits on performance
of electrostatic energy harvesters is acceptable over onlya
relatively small operating range. The constant voltage mode
configuration of generator is superior to the constant charge
mode device in that it can generate with an effectiveness of
over 50% over a reasonably large operating envelope, whilst
the constant charge device fails to ever reach an effectiveness
of 50%. This is mainly becauseηcoupling remains closer to
the optimal value with constant voltage mode because charge
leakage during the generation stroke (B→C in Figs. 3 and 5)
does not reduceηcoupling for constant voltage mode. However,
the choice of constant voltage mode over constant charge mode
is still not a simple one. The circuit complexity in constant
voltage mode is about twice that of constant charge mode
because it requires a high voltage intermediate stage.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the performance of switched constant voltage
and constant charge mode generators connected to interface

power processing circuits has been investigated. The analysis
was performed by parameterising the expressions forηcoupling

andηsystem as functions of generator sizel, input excitation
A0 and semiconductor device area,Asemi. For each combi-
nation of l and A0, the optimal semiconductor device area
Asemi was found, allowing the ultimate limit on electrostatic
generator performance to be determined.

It was shown that a system effectiveness of up to 80% is
attainable for constant voltage mode devices and up to 30%
is achievable for constant charge mode devices. The operating
envelope for constant voltage mode devices far exceeds that
of the constant charge mode device. This result is consistent
with the current trend in electrostatic harvester researchwhere
constant voltage mode devices now seem to be the most com-
mon. Both of the generator types perform poorly when both
the acceleration and device size are too large or too small. For
large values of acceleration, the performance decreases due to
the need for higher blocking capability in the MOSFETs which
in turn increases their specific on resistance and reduces the
power conversion efficiency. At small accelerations (for small
harvester sizes) the minimum semiconductor cell size is too
large and thus the generator is swamped by the semiconductor
parasitic capacitance. The use of specially designed minority
carrier devices, such as miniature IGBTs or thyristors, may
be beneficial in improving the effectiveness at high values
of acceleration, and smaller device cell sizes could improve
performance at low accelerations and generator dimensions.

The scaling laws for the electrostatic transducer are
favourable as dimensions decrease when the device is operated
as an actuator. The same conclusion is valid when such
transducers are used as generators, until limits on size and
acceleration are reached, at which point the system effec-
tiveness of the combined electromechanical system drops due
to unavoidable parasitic effects in the semiconductor devices.
Inequalities were given which specify constraints on device
size as a function of acceleration for both constant charge and
constant voltage modes harvesters for which acceptable levels
of effectiveness can be achieved.
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